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Also, we can see the red lipstick which means seduction. It is also an index sign, the signifier is building, and
the signified is builders. The most common way to promote the toy products is through advertising, whether in
printed or visual media. In concealing the meaning, myth is more likely to deflect the meaning so that it is
possible to be extremely different from the original thing in the previous level Robinson. The door in the right
of the image serves as a great use of an anchor to confirm to the audience that these two are about to have a
monument in private behind a closed door. Those images are placed on the plain background with the color
blue. Moreover, the steel structure and steel sling is a metonymic sign. Also, what is made by this logo is a
pride for the child , because they built it by their own. LEGO is proven to provide hours of entertainment and
to stimulate and develop the brain. After analysis these two examples, I find out that interactive meaning in
semiotics analysis is help when this problems come. Which represent children are the builders or workers for
the future. As with the first frame, the creators of the advert, DDB advertising agency Best-ad, , online , were
relying on semiotics. Children usually use their toys as playthings, while teenagers or adults are more likely to
use them as their collectibles. This phrase means that this girl will always be beautiful even if she is different
from other girls. The left- right, give to new structure is common in advertising. This situation is clearly
exposed by research which seeks to establish what children can and do understand about and from the mass
theory. Sign: buildings on the background The buildings on the background is an icon sign. According to what
is written in a page of America in Class, an airplane can be a symbol of innovation by human being America
in Class. Innovation cannot be achieved unless human have high imagination and creativity. Although toys are
often associated with children, the consumers of toys come from various ages. Similarity or rhythm in color,
form vectors, absence of frame line or empty space can all be considered. Sign is a thing that carries meaning
Robinson. It is also a syntagmatic sign. In addition, it is a metonymic sign. Denotation a. By using the color
red on the bricks, the advertisement means to tell the consumers that the products of LEGO can encourage
children to create things which also stimulate their imagination and creativity. And on the right of the frame
we see the door handle and door. It is known to make people more violent and careless, often leaving them
doing things they regret the next day. The bed and walls are very clean white whites and light colors of
shading. The part of steel structure and steel sling can be meaning an whole unfinished building. However it
was probably not considered, or given less importance to, is the fact that the children who actually play with
the Leg blocks that they are trying to sell, might also enjoy watching television as well. This information is
direct from the boy to its viewers by eye contact. Where in fact, all the scenarios provided are just as likely
and possible with a child that played with Leg rather than watched television The overall advertisement
consists of three frames, depicting different situations that the advertisers would like you to believe would be
the result of how your child will end up f they watch too much television rather than play with toys such as
Leg blocks. Moreover, all parts of the picture that has been analyzed will be associated to one another and to
the meaning that could possibly appear. They use these skills all the time in order to play and interact with
toys and even, to an extent, to interact with people. The third advert has 3 blue blocks pieced together and
what appears to be a silhouette of a tank underneath it. The signifier is the rightmost boy, and the signified is
the toy and LEGO. The second advert has two red blocks pieced together and a silhouette of an airplane
underneath it. There are a paradigmatic relation between steel structure and steel sling because they are both
meaning the same thing â€” unfinished building. The outcome of this advertisement is likely also the reason
Leg distanced itself from the advert by trying to create the rumor and idea that it is a fake advert. When one
considers who the preferred, negotiated and oppositional readers would be as defined by Stuart Hall Hall et al.
She is trying to open the bottle with her red nails. Take daily equipment, like plate, hat or window as the
example.


